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Abstract
Automatic classication of audio data arose increasing interest recently. This pa-
per addresses the problem of automatic recognition of musical instrument sounds,
applying rough set based techniques as a tool of classication. Instruments rep-
resenting wind and string families were used in the experiments. Since the main
problem in case of audio data is the proper parameterization, we also investigated
issues regarding various parameterization methods. Fourier transform and wavelet
analysis were applied as parameterization tools. The obtained feature vectors were
tested using rough set tools. The analyzed data represent singular sounds of full mu-
sical range of 11 musical instruments, played with various articulation techniques.
Results of experiments are presented and discussed in this paper. We summarize
our paper with conclusions on musical signal representation for timbre classication
purposes.
Key words: Rough sets, sound processing, audio data
classication.
1 Introduction
Automatic classication of audio data is a diÆcult issue, especially, if mu-
sical timbre is concerned. According to denition by ANSI, timbre "is that
attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which a listener can judge that
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two sounds similarly presented and having the same loudness and pitch are
dissimilar" [1]. Therefore, ev enthe denition underlines subjective quality of
this notion. Timbre "depends primarily upon the spectrum of the stimulus,
but it also depends upon the wav eform,the sound pressure, the frequency lo-
cation of the spectrum, and the temporal characteristics of the stimulus." [1].
Since musical timbre depends on so many factors and is usually expressed b y
means of subjective description, it is diÆcult to nd the parameterization that
characterizes properties of sound timbre through n umerical attributes. This
issue becomes even more diÆcult when recognition of musical instrument in-
dependent of the sound pitch is concerned, and when instruments are play ed
with various articulation techniques.
In this paper, we focus on automatic sound classication of 11 musical
instruments representing wind and string families that produce sounds of def-
inite pitch. The sound parameterization for instrument classication purposes
can be performed in various ways. Sound analysis, which is a basis of such pa-
rameterization, can describe detailed features of wav eform of the sound, time-
domain env elope of sound, spectrum calculated via Fast F ourierT ransform
(FFT), wavelet analysis, cepstrum, and so on [10], [2], [17], [5]. For instance,
cepstral coeÆcients, constant-Q coeÆcients, and autocorrelation coeÆcients
were applied in [2] for parameterization of oboe and sax, and in [3] for oboe,
sax, clarinet and ute. Recognition accuracy for these 4 woodwinds reached
79%{84% for application of Bayes decision rules were to the data clustered
using k-means algorithm. The accuracy in experiments [17] with recognition
of 3 classes representing string, woodwind and brass timbres reached 80% for
wav elet-basedparameterization and decision trees. In [9], FFT and wavelet
based parameterization was applied to various groups of 4 orchestral instru-
ments. Two-la y er neural network with momentum method yielded 91% classi-
cation accuracy for wav elet vectors and 99% for FFT vectors. There are also
papers where inv estigation for more instruments are reported. F or instance, in
[13] 14 orchestral instruments from string and wind families were recognized
with about 70% accuracy in experiments with 70%/30% splits of the data
in to training and testing sets. Sound parameters were based on the output
of an auditory model (the log-lag correlogram) and described pitch, spectral
centroid, onset features, ration of odd-to-even harmonic energy, strength of
vibrato and tremolo, and other features related to the physical properties
of source excitation and resonance structure. In [7], RMS amplitude env e-
lope, constant Q transform frequency spectrum and multidimensional scaling
analysis trajectories were applied for parameterization and classication of 19
instruments of denite pitch. The accuracy for combined k-nearest neighbor
classiers with dierent k values and leav e-one-out testing reached 82%. k-
nearest neighbor classier and genetic algorithm to seek the optimal set of
weights for the features were applied in [4] for classication of 39 timbres
representing 23 orc hestralinstruments. The recognition rate in lea ve-one-out
tests was 68%.
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The inv estigated data, parameterization, classication and validationmethod
dier in experiments, so it is diÆcult to compare all results. Elaboration of
MPEG-7 standard of multimedia content description [6] may inuence the
choice of parameterization, since this standard provides a set of sound de-
scriptors of various level to facilitate handling of content-labeled audio data.
Low-level audio descriptors in MPEG-7 may become a basis of sound pa-
rameterization for timbre classication purposes. As far as research data are
concerned, in case of musical instrument sound classication a considerable
amount of research is performed using McGill University Master Samples CDs
[14]. The data used in the described paper also came from these CDs. We ap-
plied FFT-based and wav elet-basedparameterization methods. Classication
experiments were performed with use of rough set based algorithms, in order
to test the recognition accuracy and how classication is performed for each
set of parameters.
2 Analysis and Parameterization Based on Fourier Trans-
form
The essence of sound is time variability and perception through spectral prop-
erties of audio data. Therefore, it is natural to parameterize sound b ymeans
of analysis of sound spectrum, calculated via F ouriertransform. Since the
most important parts of the sound in the identication process are onset and
the quasi-steady state (the middle, most stable part) of the sound, we calcu-
lated spectral sound features at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end
of the onset. During the quasi-steady state, sound amplitude and spectral fea-
tures may vary because of sound articulation, especially vibrato. Therefore,
we also calculated spectral sound parameters for the moments of maximal and
minimal sound amplitude during the quasi-steady state. Spectral parameters
calculated for the onset and quasi-steady state are:

n
fv
- number of partial n
fv
2 f1; : : : ; 5g of the greatest frequency variation,

fv - weighted mean frequency variation for 5 lowest partials
fv =
P
5
k=1
A
k

f
k
kf
1
P
5
k=1
A
k
;
where:
A
k
- amplitude of k-th partial,
f
k
- frequency of k-th partial,

Tr
1
- modied rst T ristimulus parameter [15]
Tr
1
=
A
2
1
P
N
n=1
A
2
n
;
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
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
Od - contents of odd harmonics in spectrum, excluding fundamental
Od =
q
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;

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;

Br - brightness of sound
Br =
P
N
n=1
n  A
n
P
N
n=1
A
n
:
Apart from tracing spectral sound properties for the onset and quasi-steady
state, we also described properties of the whole sound. Time-domain parame-
ters of waveform env elope are included here, since they should facilitate recog-
nition, especially of pizzicato sounds, which are very short and of specic time
env elope. We included the following properties describing the whole sound in
our feature v ector:

V b - depth of vibrato
V b = jf
1max
  f
1min
j;
where f
1max
, f
1min
- fundamental frequency in the quasi-steady state for
maximal and minimal amplitude respectively,

f
1
- fundamental frequency in the middle of the sound [Hz],
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
d
fr
- approximate fractal dimension of graph of spectrum amplitude env e-
lope in decibel scale [12]
d
fr
=  
logN(s)
logs
;
where:
s - mesh length of grid that co v ersthe plane where the graph is drawn
(here s = 10
 10
),
N(s) - number of nonempty mesh,
for sampling frequency f
s
= 44:1kHz and analysis frame 5520 samples;
such long frame was used in order to take at least 2 periods of any analyzed
sound, since 5520 samples correspond to 2 periods of the lowest audible
(16Hz) sound for this f
s
,

f
1=2
- contents of subharmonics in the spectrum (o v erblow)
f
1=2
=
P
M
m=1
[A(m  f
1
  f
1
=2)]
2
P
N
n=1
[A(n  f
1
)]
2
;

Qt - duration of the quasi-steady state in proportion to the total sound
time, Qt 2 [0; 1],

Et - duration of the ending transient of the sound in proportion to the total
sound time, Et 2 [0; 1],

Rl - velocity of fading of ending transient [dB/s]
Rl =
10 log
P
S
n=S l+1
[A(nT
s
)]
2
P
R
m=R l+1
[A(mT
s
)]
2
(R  S)  T
s
;
where:
T
s
- sampling period,
R - time moment of the end of the sound,
S - time moment when the ending transient begins,
l - number of samples in the sound period,
A(t) - amplitude for the time instant t.
Spectral parameters were calculated for the analysis frame exceeding 23
ms, containing audio samples in amount equal to integer multiple (at least 2)
of sound period. The whole set of parameters is presented in Table 1 [18 ].
3 Wa velet Analysis and Parameterization
Wavelet analysis is a method especially useful to describe musical sounds and it
is used by many researchers [8], [11], [17]. In wav elet analysis, two-dimensional
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Table 1
P arameterization of musical instrument sounds based on Fourier analysis
Onset: Quasi-steady state: All:
Beginning Middle End Maximum Minimum
1. n
fv
12. n
fv
23. n
fv
34. n
fv
45. n
fv
56. V b
2. fv 13. fv 24. fv 35. fv 46. fv 57. f
1
3. Tr
1
14. Tr
1
25. Tr
1
36. Tr
1
47. Tr
1
58. d
fr
4. A
1 2
15. A
1 2
26. A
1 2
37. A
1 2
48. A
1 2
59. f
1=2
5. H
3;4
16. H
3;4
27. H
3;4
38. H
3;4
49. H
3;4
60. Qt
6. H
5;6;7
17. H
5;6;7
28. H
5;6;7
39. H
5;6;7
50. H
5;6;7
61. Et
7. H
8;9;10
18. H
8;9;10
29. H
8;9;10
40. H
8;9;10
51. H
8;9;10
62. Rl
8. H
rest
19. H
rest
30. H
rest
41. H
rest
52. H
rest
9. Od 20. Od 31. Od 42. Od 53. Od
10. Ev 21. Ev 32. Ev 43. Ev 54. Ev
11. Br 22. Br 33. Br 44. Br 55. Br
signal representation by means of appropriate elementary functions allows re-
construction of signal as a linear combination of these functions. Wavelet
transform is a tool of multiresolution analysis that gives good frequency res-
olution and poor time resolution for low frequency bands, and good time
resolution and poor frequency resolution for high frequency bands. F orany
function f(t) 2 L
2
(R), multiresolution analysis is based on decomposition of
the space V
J
 L
2
(R) into a sum of subspaces as follo ws [20]:
V
J
=W
J 1
 V
J 1
=W
J 1
W
J 2
 V
J 2
= : : : =
= 
J 1
0
W
j
 V
0
; where
j - resolution level
V
j
 V
j+1
- approximation spaces
W
j
?W
k
; j 6= k - detail spaces
F unctionf(t) 2 L
2
(R) is decomposed b ymeans of functions ' 2 V , called
scaling function, and  2 W , called mother wavelet. In our research, we used
the transform based on the division of the spectrum into octav e bands, with
' and  that fulll the follo wing conditions:
'(t) =
p
2
X
k
h
k
'(2t  k);  (t) =
p
2
X
k
g
k
'(2t  k)
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'
jk
(t) = 2
j=2
'(2
j
t  k);  
jk
(t) = 2
j=2
 (2
j
t  k)
g
k
= ( 1)
k
h
1 k
where g, h - coeÆcients of highpass and lowpass lters respec-
tiv ely.
f'
jk
(t)g is an orthonormal basis for V
j
and f 
jk
(t)g is an orthonormal
basis for W
j
. We used lters of order 2 proposed b y Daubechies and b y
Coifman, called Coiets (see Figure 1). The part of the diagram selected
for parameterization contains time-frequency element of the greatest energy
(see Figure 2). The calculated parameters W
i
for 4096 sample frame describe
relative energy of particular time-frequency cells with respect to the overall
energy of the frame selected for parameterization:
W
i
= E
i
=E; where
E - ov erall energy of the parameterized part of diagram
E
i
- energy of giv entime-frequency cell


 

D



E

Fig. 1. Scaling functions ' and mother wavelets for lters of order two proposed
b y a) Coifman and b) Daubechies.
The whole set of parameters based on wavelet analysis is presented below
[17], [19]:

W
1
; : : : ;W
38
- energy of the parameterized spectrum bands for the Daubechies
wav eletof order 2, in the middle of the attack (onset);
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0.08 s Time
Frequency
5.5125 kHz
11.025 kHz
Fig. 2. Graph of w aveletanalysis for Coiet, for a frame 4096 samples, recorder
with sampling frequency 44.1 kHz; the greater the energy, the darker the area in
the graph. Black border shows the part that is selected for sound parameterization.
i = 23; : : : ; 38 - spectral components in the frequency band 11.025-22.05
kHz,
i = 15; : : : ; 22 - spectral components in the frequency band 5.5125-11.025
kHz,
i = 11; : : : ; 14 - spectral components in the frequency band 5.5125-11.025
kHz,
i = 9; 10 - spectral components in the frequency band 2.75626-5.5125 kHz,
i = 1; : : : ; 8 - spectral components for lower frequency bands,

W
39
; :::;W
76
- energy for Daubechies wav elet of order 2, in the middle of the
steady state,

W
77
- position of the middle of the attack, W
77
2 (0; 1),

W
78
- position of the middle of the steady state, W
78
2 (0; 1),

W
79
; : : : ;W
115
- energy of the parameterized spectrum bands for the Coifman
wav eletof order 2, in the middle of the attack;
i = 100; : : : ; 115 - spectral components in the frequency band 11.025-22.05
kHz,
i = 92; : : : ; 99 - spectral components in the frequency band 5.5125-11.025
kHz,
i = 88; : : : ; 91 - spectral components in the frequency band 5.5125-11.025
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kHz,
i = 86; 87 - spectral components in the frequency band 2.75626-5.5125
kHz,
i = 79; : : : ; 85 - spectral components for lower frequency bands,

W
79
; : : : ;W
115
- energy for Coifman wav elet of order 2,in the middle of the
steady state.
Since wav eletanalysis divides spectrum into frequency bands rather than
particular frequencies, parameterization based on wavelet analysis does not
require calculation of fundamental, which is required in case of parameters
presented in Section 2 .
4 Experiments
The audio data used in our experiments come from MUMS CD's [14] and
were digitally stereo recorded with 44.1 kHz sampling frequency and 16 bit
resolution. The data represent the following musical instruments and artic-
ulation, altogether 18 classes: ute - vibrato, oboe - vibrato, B at clarinet,
trumpet, trumpet muted, French horn, French horn muted, tenor trombone,
tenor trombone muted, tuba, violin vibrato, violin pizzicato, viola vibrato,
viola pizzicato, cello vibrato, cello pizzicato, double bass vibrato, and double
bass pizzicato.
First of all, we were interested in testing parameterization applied to the
data. Therefore, we searched for reducts and analyzed the obtained classi-
cation rules, using Mathematica en vironment for preparing dedicated proce-
dures, as well as availablerough-set based software product [16]. The best
results were obtained with roughness value 0.01 and rule precision threshold
0.90, i.e. for quite precise rules.
Our main goal was to test which parts of sound are important for musical
instrument sound classication, and how many attributes are needed out of
dozens included in the feature v ector. As we expected, reducts obtained for
both parameterization methods consist of a fraction of the whole feature vec-
tor. F or the database obtained via Fourier analysis, the following (exemplary)
reducts were found:

attributes no. 1, 4, 42, 45, 49, 50, 53, 54, 57, 58, 60, 61, and 62,

attributes no. 1, 13, 20, 38, 45, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 61, and 62,

attributes no. 12, 15, 20, 45, 49, 51, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 60, and 62,

attributes no. 1, 33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 51, 53, 54, 57, 58, 60, 61, and 62.
These reducts were calculated for quantization of the domain of each real-
value attribute into 5 intervals of equal width. We decided to apply such
quantization in order to match attributes no. 1, 12, 23, 34, and 45, which
represent n umber of partial n
fv
, n
fv
2 f1; : : : ; 5g with the stronger frequency
deviation. For the same quantization the follo wingexemplary reducts were
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found for the data obtained through wav elet-basedparameterization:

attributes no. 5, 6, 7, 13, 40, 44, 45, 47, 77, 78, 79, 82, 83, 84, 86, 87, 117,
119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 126, 131, and 152,

attributes no. 2, 5, 6, 7, 13, 41, 44, 45, 47, 77, 78, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 94,
116, 117, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 126, and 130.
As we can see, for parameterization based on Fourier analysis, parameters
calculated once for the whole sound appear most frequently in the reducts.
This is not surprise, since other features are calculated 5 times in consequent
time moments of the sound, therefore their values can be similar. In the
reducts, both onset and quasi-steady state are represented, for instance at-
tributes no. 1 and 45 (number of partial of the greatest frequency variation).
However, the most distinctive attributes are no. 57, 58, 60, 61, and 62, i.e.
fundamental frequency, approximate fractal dimension of spectral graph, dura-
tion of the quasi-steady state and the ending transient, and velocity of fading
of ending transient, respectively. Especially attributes no. 60 and 61, de-
scribing relative length of sound parts, are important, since they allow easy
recognition of pizzicato sounds, which hav e very short (almost none) quasi-
steady state, whereas ending transient occupies most of the sound duration.
In case of wav elet-basedparameterization, attributes no. 77 and 78, i.e. po-
sition of the center of the onset and center of the steady state, play a similar
role. Therefore, they appear in reducts as well. Other attributes in reducts
describe contents of lower frequencies in sound for both the onset (attributes
no. 5, 6, and 7) and the steady-state (no. 44, 45, and 47), both for Daubechies
(1{76) and Coifman (79{152) lter.
Obtained decision rules also illustrate well signicance of particular pa-
rameters. In case of most classes, a few attributes are suÆcient to classify
the inv estigated sound. F orinstance, ute can be identied on the basis of
attribute Rl no. 62 (velocity of fading of ending transient); if Rl > 459:03,
the sound is identied as ute. Howev er,usually more attributes are needed
to make a rule that identies a class.
Classication results for the inv estigated data reached 68.15% for param-
eterization based on F ourieranalysis, and 51.11% for wav elet-basedparame-
terization, outperforming our previous results b y 10% [19]. The results were
obtained in tests with 90%/10% data split into training and testing sets. T ak-
ing number of classes into account, these results are comparable with accuracy
obtained b yother researchers. For instance, in [4], 50% was obtained for the
39-timbre group (23 orchestral instruments) and 81% for a 3-instrument group
(clarinet, trumpet, bowed violin). In [7], 82% was obtained for classication
of 19 instruments, i.e. for more classes, but in this case lea v e-one-outtesting
yielded more optimistic results.
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5 Conclusions
The research presented in this paper was focused on parameterization of sound
for musical instrument classication purposes. We inv estigated parameteriza-
tion based on F ourieranalysis, as well as wav elet-basedbased parameteriza-
tion. In both cases, we also included time-domain parameters. The experi-
ments allo wed us to nd out which of the parameters included in the feature
v ectors contributed most in classication process. As we expected, parame-
ters describing features of time-domain envelope play important role in sound
classication. Spectral features necessary for musical instrument recognition
include low-frequency contents of spectrum, and irregularities in low partials.
Also graphical representation of spectrum is quite descriptive, since its fractal
dimension is found in reducts. T osum up, we can state that rough set based
approach provides eective tool for fruitful inv estigation of parameterization,
describing real value data obtained from digital audio recordings. The ob-
tained classication accuracy can be compared with results obtained by other
researchers using other parameterization and classication methods, although
perfect accuracy is still beyond our reach.
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